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I. Introduction

This paper is a progress report on the construction of an applied general equilibrium

model to be used to evaluate the impact of a Canada-Mexico-tj.S. Free Trade Agreement

(F.T.k) on the Canadian economy. The starting point for our study is earlier work we undertook

to examine the impact of trade tiberalization on the Canadian economy (Harris, 1984ab; Cox and

Harris, 1985, 1986). The most recent version of the model (Hams, 1988) was designed to focus

on the Canada-U.S. F.T.A. of 1988.

In many respects the model is similar with applied general equilibrium models in the

Wahasian tradition, surveyed for example by Shoven and Whalley (1984). The model departs

from the Walrasian tradition by incorporating economy of scale and imperfect competition into

the model structure. Both of these features are thought by industrial organization economists to

be important in accessing the costs of protection in small open economies such as Canada. There

is a long tradiuion of Canadian economists beginning with Eastman and Stykolt (1966) who have

argued that the effect of trade protection, by restricting market size and limiting foreign

competition, is to create an inefficient manufacturing sector with too many firms operating at too

small a scale. Earlier resulus from our model suggest the costs of protection are substantially

greater than those found in competitive, constant returns to scale models.

As in our earlier work the question to be examined by this research is: what impact will

further North American trade liberalization have on the allocation of resources within Canada and

how will real incomes be affected? Unfortunately, at the present time the model, although

operational, has not been fully calibrated and as a consequence we do not report, in this paper,

the results of any Canada.Mexico.lJ.s. trade liberalization experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2. we specify the model economy. In

section 3 the calibration process is outlined. In lieu of results on Canada-Mexico-U.S. trade

liberalization we report some of our results from an earlier study of the Canada-U.S. ETA. in

Section 4. A concluding comment is contained in Section 5.

2. Model Structure

In this section a brief overview of the model will be undertaken. The mathematical

structure of the model is outlined in the appendix and a fuller account of the model can be found

in Harris (1988).

Within the model there are four economic regions: Canada, the United States, Mexico and

all other countries aggregated into the Rest-of-world (ROW.). The Canadian economy is

modelled in detail but the model is less than a “full” general equilibrium model as the behavior

of the U.S., Mexico and ROW. is summarized by exogeqous import prices and a set of export

demand functions. A principal distinguishing feature of the model is the assumption that each

type of product, defined by its physical characteristics, is distinguished by the region in which

it is produced. This is often refened to as the Armington assumption (following Armington

(1969)). Canadian manufacturing goods are thus treated as qualitatively different products from

U.S. and Mexican manufacturing goods. This assumption of product heterogeneity by region

is used both to account for cross-hauling or two-way trade between regions within the same

commodity category and to exclude complete specialization as a behavioral response of the

model.

In terms of the regional structure, Canada is thought of as small relative to the other
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regions. muss impon supply prices in Canada, from all foreign regions, an treated as exogenous.

Nevertheless, because Canadian goods arc distinct from U.S., Mexican, and ROW. goods the

prices of Canadian supplied goods ate influenced by supply and demand conditions within

Canada. Thus because expon pikes ale endogenously determined, but import prices are

exogenous, the terms of trade within Canada are endogenously determined within the model.

Following HaMs (19$4) we have refcned to this as the “almost small open economy’

assuuç~on.

The model consists of eighty-eight products produced In each region by separate

Industries. Sixty-thin of these industries are in the manufacturing sector and correspond to

Canadian manufacturing industries as the three and foist digit level of the Standard Industrial

Classification code. The remaining twenty-run Industries consist of natural resouxe and service

industries. Within the model, the manufacturing industries are tinted as noncompetitive,

increasing return to scale industries and the remaining industries alt treated as competitive,

constant returns to scale industries.

There su two psimary factors of production in the model: capital and labour. Each factor

is assumed to be homogeneous and mobile across industries and finns. Capital is inlemationaliy

mobile and in perfectly elastic supply at the wodd cenuai rate. Labour is intemationally

immobile. The domestic wage is determined I a peatonly competitive labour market The

resource endowment of the economy consists of a fixed supply of labour and capital.

The model takes account of a nunther of tax and tariff in the Canadian economy. All tax,

tariff and subsidy rates are expressed in ad valorem forni. Among the domestic taxes

incorporated in the model are saks lazes on Anal domestic consumption, taxation of intermediate

goods, and export taxes, Tariff rates include ad valorem equivalents of non-tariff banien when

availabte.

The income of the domestic consumer derives from owncrsbip of the economy’s

endowment of capital and labour, from possible economic profits accruing to domestically owned

finns in nonconlpctitive industries, and from net government transfers. Government revenue is

raised through the system of taxes, tariffs, and subsidies in place. All government revenue raised

In this manner is returned to the consumer in the fonts of a lump-sum transfer.

Domestic final demand for each conunodity, from all regions. is assumed to be generated

by a single aggregate consumer maximizing a utility function subject to a budget constraint. ‘The

utility (unction across commodity classes is Cobb-Douglas. Within each commodity class the

Armington assumption is maintained; foreign and domestic goods an imperfect substitutes as

given by • C~aggregalcw over these four commodity groups.

Export demand fOr Canadian goods is generated by U.S., Mexican, and ROW. aggregate

consumers, with exogenous incomes, who maximize utility functions defined over commodities

from alt four regions. Like the Canadian consumer the utility functions of the foreign consumers

have a nested form in which the top level is Cobb-Douglas defined ova conunodity aggregates.

‘flue second level is a CES function in which goods from all regions are viewed as imperfect

substitutes. As a result, the demand for Canadian goods will depend on the prices of goods from

all regions.

The technology of each competitive industry is represented by a unit cost function. The

costs of each industry include not only labour and capital costs but also expenditures on the

output of other industries, both domestically produced and imported. The unit cost function,
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assumed independent of industry output, is specified as a Cobb-Douglas functional fonts, defined

over the inpul prices of the primary factors and price Indices for each of the 88 commodIty

categories. The price index of each commodity aggregate is assumed to be a Cobb.Douglas

subaggregator defined over the price of the conesponding domestically produced and imported

commodities. With this specification of technology, substitution in production is not only

possible between primary factors and intennediate commodity aggregates but, within each

commodity aggregate, is also feasible between domestic and imported goods.

The assumption of constant per unit costs, together with a zero profit condition, requires,

in equilibrium, that price in each competitive industry be equal to unit cost.

Each of the 63 noncompetitive industries consists of an endogenously detennmned number

of firms. Within an industry all firms are assumed identical with respect to their technology and

economic behavior. Freedom of entry and exit exists In all industries, so that lums will enter

and exit industries in response to the presence of economic profits or losses. In this manner, in

the long run, the number of finns is determined endogenously.

The cost function of each representative farm consists of both variable and fixed costs.

The use of primary factors, capital and labour, enters into both the variable and fixed costs of

the finn. Variable per unit costs are assumed to be independent of the level of output produced

by the firm. The functional form of the firm’s unit variable cost function is identical to that of

the industry unit cost function in the competitive industries. This is a Cobb-Douglas function

specified over the input prices of primary factors and price indices of all commodity aggregates.

where each index is a Cobb-Douglas subaggregator. ‘the fixed costs of the firm consist only of

capital and labour costs. The presence of fixed costs in the Ann’s cost structure is explained by

an indivisibility; a fixed amount of capital and labour is required to set up a plant. Tl.c

specification of constant per unit variable cost plus a fixed cost component leads, as given input

prices, to declining average costs that asymptotically approach unit variable cost.

In each noncompetitive industry, firms are viewed as price makers. Two hypotheses

regarding how prices are chosen by finns are considered. The first hypothesis is based on the

Negishi (1961) perceived-demand-curve appruach. Each representative firm is assumed to

perceive a constant-elasticity demand curve for its product On the basis of this perceived

demand curve, the lu-rn chooses a markup of price over unit cost that maximizes profits. The

optimal markup chosen in this manner satisfies the familiarLana Rule. The elasticity the finn

uses in its perceived demand curve conesponds to a “Due” elasticity from the underlying general

equilibrium model. Price scaling in this manner will be rtfencd to as the monopolistic

competitive pricing hypothesis (MCPH). The other pricing hypothesis considered will be referred

loss the Eastman-Stykolt (1916) hypothesis (ESH). Under the ESH the farm sets its price equal

to the price of the import-competing good, inclusive of the domestic tarifi The ESH represents

a collusive form of price setting in which the price of the import-competing good acts as a “focal

point” for domestic producers. In the policy simulations of the model, the actual price selected

by the firm is taken to be a weighted average of the prices set according to the MCPH and ESH-

A distinction is made in the model between the short run and the long run. The short run

corresponds to a period of time during which the industrial structure in each of the

nonconipetitive industries is assumed fixed. By industry structure is meant the markup on unit

variable cost set by cacti firm and the number of firms existing in each industry. A short-n.m

equilibrium of the model is defined as a set of product prices, one for each domestically produced
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good, and a wage rate such that all product markets and the Factor market clear. Walras’s Law

imptia that the balance of payments is in equilibrium Balance of payments equilibrium refers

to current account balance, or requires that the trade surplus be equal to thç sum of rental

payments on foreign-owned capital and economic profits accruing to foreign ownership of

domestic industry. Consistent with a short-run equilibrium Is the possibelity that, in saint

Industries, firms wiU be earning pore profits or losses

The long run of the model corresponds to a time horizon long enoagh to allow farina to

enter or exit ill industries in response to the presence of pure profits or losses. A long-run

equilibflum is defined as a short-run equilibrium with the additional requirements that In each

Industry (approximately) zero profits be earned and that the elasticity of the perceived demand

curve under MCPI-I be equal to the elasticity of the rum’s true demand curve.

3- Calibratinc the model and computanc couilubrium

The model is calibnted to a 1981 data set for Canada (see Harris (1988) for more detail).

Then are eighty-eight industries. These industries correspond to SIC. industries at the three and

four digit level. Sixty-three of these industries arc manufacturing sectors modelled as

noncoinpetitive industries. The remaining twenty-five Industries include the natural resource and

service sectors of the economy. These are ti-tamed as competitive constant cost industries.

The painters of the model aie selected by reference to existing econometric studies and

so as to be consistent with a benchmark data set The benchnratk data is constructed from the

Canadian Input-output tables for 1981. This data set ‘is assumed to represent s short-run

equilibrium of the model in which the industrial sauclire ofthe noncompetitive industries is held

fried. In the benchmark data set firms in the nonco.npetitive industries maybe making profits

or losses. The calibration procedure is to select values for all of the parameters of the model.

taking as given the threrved benchmark number of farms and markups in non-competitive

industries, to be consistent with the benchmark data. The industrial structure variables are then

determined endogenously by computing the long-run equilitxiumn of the model- It is from this

Initial long-run equilibrium, referred to as the reference equilibriwn. that the counterfactual policy

experiments an undertaken.

In the model there are two sets of important parameters. On die demand side there arc

the elasticities of substitution between the goods of the four regions These elasticities

representing the willingness of consumers to substitute between domestic and Foreign goods and

must be selected for the aggregate consumer in each of the (oar regions- In the noncompetitive

industries the level of fixed costs in the total cost function must be determined. Values for both

sets of pasamelers were selected on the basis of reported econometric values us the Literature-

A key input to the model is estimates of wale elasticities at the level of the plant. ‘the

fixed costs in the noncompetitive rums’ total cost functions were selected so as to be consistent

with estimated scale economies, and the related concepts of minimum efficient scale and cost

disadvantage ratio. The economies of scale estimates used in the model arc drawn from a study

by Robidoux (1986).

A final parameter of importance in the model is the relative weighting of the ESH and

MCPH pricing hypotheses Although admittedly ‘ad hoc” the use of this weighted pricing

hypothesis does have some empirical support in the Canadian case. In an emnp’uicai study of the

Canadian manufacturing industries Hariedinc (1985) successfully estimates a pricing model in

which the observed industry price is explained as a weighted average of the prices predicted by
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the ESIl and MCPII hypotheses. In a sample of thirty-three industries at the three and four digit

SIC level Hazledine funds that, on average, a weight of approximately one-half characterizes the

estimated pricing sale. In the simulations of-the model this value of one-half is taken as the “best

guess” value of the weighting parameter. Further discussion of pricing conduct in the Canadian

manufacturing sector is provided in Caves. Porter, and Spence (1980).

Once all of the parameters of the model, excluding the industrial structure variables, have

been calibrated the long-run equilibrium of the niodet is computed. The algorithm used to

compute the equilibrium mimics the Marshatlian process of adding finns to industries earning

profits and withdrawing finns from industries earning losses. In qualitative terms the values of

the economy-wide aggregates such as national income, the wage rate and government revenue

are, in the long-run equilibrium, close to their benchmark values, Finally, a comment about

uniqueness of equilibrium. There is no assurance that the equilibrium of the model is unique.

In proctice we have attempted a number of ad hoc tests such as beginning the algorithm at

different starting values and in no cases have multiple equilibria been found. However, we must

regard the question of uniqueness of equilibrium for our model as open’

4. Trade Liberalization E’cperjmno’.ts - Canada - US Free Trade

Once the mnodcl has been calibrated it can be used to conduct experiments in trade

liberalization and examine their impact on the Canadian economy. At the present, work is

continuing on making the model operational. Unfortunately, at the present time, the Mexican

trade sector has not been fully integrated into the model. As a result we do not have any results

yet on full North American trade liberalization. As a substitute for this we will present some of

our findings for the formation of the Canada - US FTA. Hopefully this will provide sent insight

into the operation of the model and help in forming conjectures as to impact of including Mexico

in a North American FTA.

Canada and the United States signed a free trade agreement in 1988 which went into

effect in January of 1989. The effect of the free trade agreement is, among other things, to

remove tariffs in many industries over a 10 yen period. Our model was initially developed and

refined to examine this issue. In the simulations reported here two trade liberalization

experiments are considered: a unilateral cut in Canadian tariffs and a bilateral cut in Canadian

and US. tariffs. In each case the new long-run equilibrium of the model is computed and

compared with the initial reference equilibrium.

The aggregate impact of a unilateral elimination of Canadian tariffs is reported in the first

column of Table I. With the removal of domestic tariffs the economy experiences a real income

gain, as measured by the Hicks equivalent variation, of 1,6% of the base ONE. Accompanying

this gain in real income is an increase in the domestic wage of 1.86%. A large proportion of the

gain in welfare can be attributed to rationalization effect within the manulacturing sector. The

length of production runs in the manufacturing sectors increase by 14%. The mechanism by

which this is accomplished is through a reduction in the markup finns charge over marginal cost.

Recall under the ESH pricing hypothesis that a domestic tariff cut will lead to a one for one fall

in the domestic price. Indeed in the manufacturing sector 61 of 63 industries experience a fall

in their price-cost markup, tn order to restore profitability this is accompanied by an exit of

farms and an increase in output per firm in almost all of the manufacturing industries.

The increase in output per firm has a favourable effect on total factor productivity which

increases by 3.78%. Another interesting aspect of the domestic tariff cut is the impact on the
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intersectoral allocation of tesources. Although itot reported in table I employment in the

manufaeiuring sector increases by about one percent at the expense of the natural resource and

service sectors. This result is quite interesting in that ills commonly thought (see for example

Harkness (l9S3fl that Canada has a factor abundance in natural tesouites, and its comparative

advantage does nof lie In the manufacturing sector.

Overall then the picture which emerges from the unilateral -cnoval of domestic tariffs is

an merease in real income accompanied by a ratloaaliaadou id slight expansion of the

manufacturing sec toe.

Aggregate effects of Canada - (IS trade libcnlizatioq

(petcentage changcs relative to reference equilibrium)

Unilateral Canadian

tariff cut

1.86 386

163 240

043 1.88

Length of Production Runs

Total Factor Productivity

Trade Volume 1.56 1Q50

Labour Reallocation Index 073 1.14

Intra industry Trade Index 2.05 3.89

Note: (I) The welfare gain is measured as the Hicks Equivalent Variation as percentage of

initial ONE. (2) ONE is gToss national expenditure. (3) The Iengh of production run

index is the weighted avenge of output per fun, in each mantiSacturing industry, where

the weights are the industries’ shares of total manufacturing oulpuL (4) The labour

productivity index is defined as the weighted average of labour pwductivity in each

industry. (5) Total factor productivity is measured by a geometric quantity index of alt

inputs. (6) TIre labour reallocation index measures the proportion of the labour force

wttich muss reallocate between industries. (7) The intnmdustry trade index is the

weighted average of tIre Orubel-Lloyd intraindustry trade index in each industry.

Wage

Welfare (lain

ONE

Bilateral

tariff cut

14.06

3.78

20.56

4-49
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In column two of table I the aggTegate results of a removal of both Canadian and

American tariffs arc reported. In qualitative terms the results axe very similar to those

experienced under the unilateral tariff cut. The major difference is the larger relative changes

the aggregate variables undergo. The real income gain is 2.4% of base ONE which is about 50%

larger than that experienced with the unilateral tariff cut. The mechanism by which this real

income gain is realized is again through a rationalization of the manufacturing sector. There is

an inctcasc in length of production runs of 20% and this is accompanied by a 4.5% increase in

total factor productivity. Clearly the manufacturing sector benefits from its improved access to

the U.S. market. Again employment in the manufacturing sector increases at the expense of the

rest of she economy, this time by about 2%. Note however that the proportion of the labour

force which has to switch sectors is only slightly over one percent. This suggests that the

aggregate adjustment costs to the economy of this policy may be quite small. However, it is

Important to keep in mind that substantial adjustment is taking place at the intra-industry level.

Finally, a word abotut the sensitivity of the results so the underlying parameters. In our

experience with the model we have found that the results are sensitive to two parameters in

particular. The first is the degree of scale economies available in the manufacturing industries.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the larger are the imputed scale economies the larger is the impact of

trade liberalization on real income. The other important parameter is the weight that put on each

of the pricing hypotheses. Putting more weight on the ESH hypothesis leads to increased gains

in real income. Recall that under the ESH hypothesis there is a strong procompetitive pricing

effect on domestic industry. The reduction in prices implies that rationalization in industry must

take place. Under the MCPII hypothesis, domestic prices fall only to the extent that industry

shifts its demand toward more elastic demand. This will happen if. for example. industry shifts

from supplying inelastic domestic demand to supplying nw’c elastic foreign demand.

5. A Concludine Comment

Our model suggests that the Canada-U.S. F.T.A. will generate a gain in real income to

the Canadian economy. A principal means by which this is achieved is through the improved

access Canadian industry gets to the large U.S. market vis-n-vis rest of world competitors.

Clearly one aspect of a Canada-Mexico-U.S. F.T.A. wilt involve Canada losing some of its

preferential access to the U.S. market. How significant this might be to the Canadian economy

is something we hope our model will be able to address.
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At,r’cndix
3. Ewort Pcniand

This appendis outlines the equations of the model. For the sale of brevity the model will
be presented without taxes, tariffs, or subsidies. In the empirical implementationof the model (i) U.S. demandfor Canadian goods
most of the relevant tax and tariff distortions are present

The U.S. consumer has a utility function ova the 88 commodity aggregates which
I. Notation is assumed to have the Cobb.Douglas form. Within each commodity class i the utility function

has CES sub-aggregators of the Annington form, aggregating utility from Canadian, U.S..
Regional Superscripts: c Canada Mexican and P.0W. goods. Given the assumption of exogenous income. P. utility max’tmization

u United States will yield a demand function for Canadian exports to the 12.5. of the form
m Mexico • ~
r R.0.W. I’. ‘Vu ~ (A4)

~., dl”.) —. (t-.) —. —o-q
Commodity Classes: N: index set for noncompesirive industries ‘l’ ~ + ‘V + u P. +

C: index set for competitive industries (ii) Mexican and P.0W. demand for Canadian goods
1: NUC

Demand for Canadian goods by these two regions is assumed to arise in the exact
p’ (p”,)~ Canadian commodity prices same manner as in thc U.S. This will lead to export demand functions r, and F, which will
p • (p”~)~, US. commodity prices have the same form as given by (A4).

• ff,)_ Mexican commodity prices
F’ = (p’,),,~, R.O.W. commodity prices 4. Technoloev
w domestic wage
r world rental on capital All (‘imis have a variable unit cost function VXP), assumed independent of the level of
P — (p”. p’. p, p’, w, r) price system output, of thc form

2. Domestic final Demand log Vt’) = ‘Va + S a1 log I’, + a,, log.. t a~togr (AS)
Na

The consumer’s utility function over commodity aggregates is given by the log-linear l’~is the price index of a composite input used by industry i. a composite of both domestic and
(Cobb’Douglas) form foreign varieties of commodity j.

log U — log ‘~• S lo~C, (Al) Assuming price-taking behavior in input markets. the input”ourput matrices for the
IL economy are derived from the unit cost functions by apply”mg Shepard’s lemma. “The domestic

Cu is the CES aggmtgator over domestic, U.S., Mexican and R.O.W. goods Leontief matrix A’(P) = Ia”~(P)Iis defined by

C. — I’~D;” + ~ D~’+4’ D’” • 7; D;j~ (A2) (A6)

with the elasticity of substitution between goods in category i given a, l/l~pi.
Given income I and the price vector P. the demand for domestic good DC, is given by where a’t is the demand for domestic good j, per unit of output of good i. The Leontief matrices

A(p), A(P) and A’(P) for the U.S.. Mexico. and the ItO,W. are derived in a similar manner.
C lr~~ The fixed costs of each representative firm in each noncompetitive industry. itN. arc

Df— PglT, p.
, dl) ~ —~ ~, (A3) given by the function

TIP, ‘TaPe 713~j 7•~• F/r,w)=rJtwJ’5 (Al)
Final import demands D’~.D~and D~,have similar functional forms. where r~,and (,. are the minimum amounts of capital and labour, respectively. needed to setput
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a plant. tn the nonco.npctitive industries the total cost (unction of a representative finn is given
— &~p” (A14)

We (P,y) - F1 (r,w) + y’ ~ (A8) Under the assumption that individual finns view their own demand as proportional to market
demand, the optimal pricing rule is given by

______________ _____ (AIS)____________ Pu - F’5. SlrnnRgn Eouilifrittm ______The industrial structure variables held constant ui the short.run are markups on unit

variabte cost’ by finns, icN, (rn) = m; number of firms in each industry. ieN. (Fm,) n Fm. La In the Iong’n’n the perceived elasticity is equated to the elasticity of the “Inje” demand curve.
S — (m, Fm) be the vector of structural variabies, Aggregate container tncome is given by which is given by

1P4+tKD+tEll, (A9) C Df ~ N . �~ El , Mi 4 (Al6)

where L is the aggregate labour endowment, l(°is the domestic capital endowment. R the short-
run profits or losses in industry icN, and w is the share of domestic ownership in industry (0 where (Cu is the elasticity of domestic finaJ demand, c°,is the elasticity of U.S. export demand.

c I). e”, is the elasticity of Mexican export demand, c’, is the elasticity of P.0W. export and &~is
the elasticity of intermediate demand, and a~Z~is the intermediate use of commodity i by

Equilibrium commodity prices are determined by fl~ ,~n indtntry j.
Pu - ~ lIP) kN (ii) Under the EasrrnanStykolt pricing hwothesis

p, • Vt’) ~ (AIO) - p7(1.1) (All)

Letting X(PJ,S) represent domestic final demand and E(P) representing total export demand by where; is the domestic tarifi
all regions, commodity market clearing implies that the vector’ of gross outputs Z must satisfy ___________________1. Lone ~un Eqttilibrittrq

Z - (I - A(I’)’)’ (K (P,I,5) • ~(P)) (All)
Given the vector of domestic gross output, labour market equilibrium requires To close the model it is assumed that rums enter and exit in response to the presence of

pure profits and losses as in the classic Marsitallian adjustment procest A long’n’n equilibrium
L - 5a_(P).Z, + 5n~,. Is a short-nm equilibrium with two additional conditions.

IL (Al2)
where a, is the labour requirements co-effecient in “tndustzy i. Industry profits Il ~ (i) All industries ate in (approximately) a zero profit condition.

~=F+

-y~’-!L
tim,) — F.(r.w)J (A (ii) Under the MCI’It. the perecived elasticity is the “true” elasticity.

A shon~n,nequilibrium for a given S Is a wage (5). domestic couwnodity price vector p
(s). income I(S), and vector of gross outputs Z (S) satisfying (A 10) . (A12).

6, Firm Rch~vior

(i) Under the monopolisrically competitive pricing hypothesis (Mclii), each firm in industry

leN perceives an industry demand curve of the constant elasticity font,
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Table A-i: Comparisonof EstimatedElasticities of Substitution using the Cobb-Douglas
and CES Price AggregatorFunctionsfor Ii SelectedEstimation Sectors

Sector Description Cobb-
Douglas

CES

8
.

Chemicalandfertilizer mineral mining 1.10
(13.22)

1.04
(12.43)

46 Sawmills 0.45
(2.23)

0.84
(4.86)

58 Paperbags,board, and stationeryproducts 1.14
(6.11)

0.91
(4.73)

82 Shoes,except rubber 0.65
(2.33)

2.44
(2.94)

86 Cement,hydraulic 0.58
(2.72)

0.46
(3.03)

90 Ceramicplumbingand electricalsupplies 1.00
(26.02)

0.97
(24.01)

91 Chinaand earthenwareproducts 1.14
(15.82)

1.01
(56.58)

98 Primary lead, zinc, and nonfer. metals,n.e.c. 0.95
(2.79)

1.00
(2.97)

329 ‘J~ansformers,switchgearandswitchboardapp. 0.79
(14.62)

0.77
(15.07)

138 Radio,TV, phonographrecordsand tapes 1.08
(29.59)

1.00
(202.80)

144 Electricalequipmentandsupplies 1.05
(54.84)

1.02
(49.84)

Notes: °Estimatesof the elasticityof substitutionbetweenU.S. importsfrom different sourcesare reported
usingtwo differentmethods.The t-statisticis reportedunderneatheachestimate.bThefirst column
of results is taken from Table3. eThesecondcolumn of results is obtained using the CES price
aggregatorfunction andnonlinearmaximumlikelihood estimation,correctingfor first-orderserial
correlation. dEstimationsectorsselectedwere thosein which U.S. importsconstituteda significant
shareof U.S. apparentconsumption,U.S. imports from Mexico were a significant shareof total
U.S. imports, or U.S. imports from Canadawerea significantshareof total U.S. imports. Sectors
with missingobservations,denotedby a in Table3, wereeliminatedfrom consideration.
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